I Read the following passage and also the questions given below  

Gopi placed his brief case on thinna. He opened it and pulled out the contents, cloths, files, a shaving set........

"Do you know my son Gopi?" Amma asked him. He is in Delhi...A government officer. He has kesariyogam...He draws a salary of two thousand five hundred rupees do you know him?

1. What are the contents in his brief case?
2. What did Amma ask him?
3. What is meant by kesariyogam?
4. How much he draws a salary?
5. Where did he work?

II chose the correct similar meaning to the under lined words  5 X1=5

1. His mother made a futile attempt get up.
   A) Barren   B) limited   C) Useless   D) Empty
2. It’s all tattered now
   A) Spoiled   B) Old   C) Dirty   D) Torn
3. There is a cold mist in the morning
   A) Ice   B) snow   C) Fog   D) win
4. It’s just like a ball of knotted yarn
   A) Very small   B) Rounded tightly   C) Joined   D) Tied
5. I cont make both ends meet with my salary.
   A) Earn a lot of money B) Spend a lot of money C) Earn just enough money D) Give all that one has

III Complete the sentence with noun phrases using the words given brocket  5X1=5

1. I bought -----------(beautiful /a / umbrella/red)
2. We saw -----------in the zoo(baby/a/elephants/of/couple)
3. Our grandfather lives in -------(big/ house/ a / stone built)
4. Ramya has --------- ( nice/ a/ sari / silk)
5. She saw -------(fat / a/ bald/ middle aged man)

IV write an essay about nuclear family and joint family  1X5=5